Expecting changes? Then this may be relevant —

Real men don’t plan ... to have disappointments, crises, hopes, dreams, setbacks or uncertainties

Brisbane 6 September — A one-day opportunity to explore the bigger questions. Not planning and not self-helping. Just exploring...

FOR MEN ONLY, with facilitation by leading Australian-based professionals Mary Maher and Bob Dick

The program?

1. **Taking stock**: What do I value? What is shaping my life? What do important others in my life want?

2. **My vision**: What vision is implied by those values? What do I really want?

3. **Future possibilities**: What’s possible or likely — best and worst case scenarios? What are the implications?

4. **My toolbox**: How well equipped am I for those futures? How do I manage the transition? How do I and others become resilient?

Session leaders?

Mary Maher, of MM&A, is an experienced strategic planner, business owner and facilitator. See http://www.marymaher.com.au
Bob Dick is an organisational change specialist and leading Australian facilitator. See http://www.aral.com.au/bdcons.html
Bob and Mary each have more than 30 years experience in consultancy, strategic planning, facilitation, training, business development and personal planning, as well as University teaching.

Venue and cost?

The venue is the Seminar Room, International House, St Lucia. The cost is $198 (incl GST), with concessions for groups of three or more. Group size will be limited to about 12.

Bookings and enquiries?

Email mail@marymaher.com.au

How does it work on the day?

If you are thinking — Will I have to say anything? Do they want to sell me anything? — relax. The approach we use allows you to be as private or as contributing as you want to be.

Each session normally consists of three steps:
- Individual thinking time — key questions to enable reflection, appreciation, extrapolation
- Pairs sharing time — in-depth discussion to further develop your thinking and insights
- The whole group then reflects on the insights etc that people volunteer to contribute.

We facilitate dialogue on issues people care about. We do not have any commercial ties, are not promoting or selling anything. We're not pushing a particular view. It's your show.

If you’d like to know more, phone or email Mary (0417 630398, mail@marymaher.com.au) or Bob (3378 5365, bd@bigpond.net.au)

To register: Send the following information to mail@marymaher.com.au —

Name:
Email:
Mobile: Phone:
Dietary requirements:
Other relevant information: